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A MBTEOD FOR ESTI1vlATION OF MAXIMUM STRESSES 
AROUFD A SMALL RECTANGULAR Cur - OUT IN A 
SHE~T -STRINGER PANEL IN SHEAR 
By Edwin M. Moggio and Haro l d G. Brilmyer 
SUMMARY 
A method for the estimation of the maximum stresses 
around a small rectan~uJar cut - out in a sheet - stringer 
panel l oa de d in p~re shear is pre~ented; this method is 
basee on a s5mpllf i ed a pplicition of the shear - lag theory. 
Compa r1..'3on s ~_ n::' i c'l te t he_ t the expe rimental maximum stringer 
and shear stre sses agree reasonably well with the predic-
tions , provided that neither the length nor the width of 
the cut - out is greater than the half-width of the panel . 
I NTRODUCTION 
The problem of analyzing the stresses around a cut -
out in a sheet - stringer panel under shear loads is diffi -
cult but can be simpli .~' ied .  if the --ana l ysis i s restricted 
to Si1:8.1.1 cu t --O"l'.ts . Ad:li tional simplifica tions are 
permiG '3 i b l e if j_ t is a gree d that , for most practical 
purpo '3 ~ s ) 8_n e st lma te of the max imum s t re s Sf! s in the 
vi ciD i ~y of the cu t- a lt is sufficient and that a knowl -
edge of' t he cletails of the stre ss distribution in other 
re g i o~s i s n o t es ~ential . The method of ana l y sis 
pre s:lY:-'Jed :>"18 1'e 1n 1; 8.k8 8 full advantage of all possible 
simpl :1_ 1'yJ.ng assunpU.ons in order that the max imum sim -
plic ~_ t y of !:',ppl lea t i "11 compa tib 1e wi th a reason able degre:e 
of ac !~.uracy ca n b e 8 ~ll :l.eved . The principles used are 
simila r to those useJ in r eference 1 for the analysis 
of cut -outs in stiffene d shells under bending loads . 
Compar ~ sons are made of the stringer and shear stresse s 
computed by this method with the experimental stresses 
obtained from strain surveys around a series of cut - outs . 
RESTRICTSD 
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SYMBOLS 
A enclosed area of cross sec tion of box , square inches 
AR effective area of rib , square inches 
E 
G 
L 
T 
a 
b 
t 
x 
y 
w 
T 
effective area of stringer, square inches 
Young 1s nodulus of elasticity, ksi 
shear modulus of elasticity, ksi 
shear - lag pal"arneter for stresses in rib -sheet system 
s~ear -lag parameter for stresses in stringer - sheet 
system 
half -le~gth o f cut - out , inches 
a9plied torque , kip-inches 
chordwise distance from edge of cut -out to edge of 
panel , inches 
half-width of cut-out , inches 
sheet thickness, inches 
spanwise d istance from rib bo'..mding cut - out , inches 
chordwise distance from stringer bounding cut - out , 
inches 
half - width of test panels (16.5 in.) 
rib stress , ksi 
stringer stress, ks! 
basic shear stress in cover , ksi 
shear stress in rib-sheet system caused by 
liquidating forces , ksi 
shear stress in stringer - shee t system caused by 
liquiciating forces , ksi 
final shear stress in panel , ks i 
_--"--__ J 
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Subscript: 
max maximum 
THEORETIChL .lNh.LYSIS 
Basic Assumptions and General Principles of Analysis 
The structure considered for the analysis is a 
sheet-stringer panel with a rectangular cut-out bounded 
on two sides by stringers and on the other two sides by 
ribs that lie at right ang l es t~ the stringers. The 
stringers and ribs are assumed to be pf constant sectiO'n 
and the sheet is assumed to be of constant thickness. 
The dimensions of the cut -out are assumed to be small 
compared with the width of the panel. Under the sim-
plifying assumptions on whi ch the analysis is based , 
the cut - out need not be centrally located in the panel 
but it must not be close to an edge of the panel if the 
formulas are to be valid . The simplifying assumptions 
also imply that the results may be ap plied to a pane l 
with a moderate amount of curvature. 
The actual loading case investigated (fig . l(a)) 
may be resolved into case I (fi g . l(b)) and case II 
(fig . l(c)). In case I the basic shear stress TO is 
assumed to a ct along the outer edges of the panel ,and~a:~so, 
at the edges of the cut - out . , For such a loading , the 
shear s tre s se s are eve rywhe.re ' equal to tbe bas ic shear 
stress. TO, and there are no; stringeY' st'resses. In 
case II shear stresses , which are asisumed to act only 
along the edges of the cut - out, 'are equal in magnitude 
but opposite in direction to thase acting at the cut -
out in case I. The shear stresses of case II will be 
called liquidating stresses because, when superposed on 
the stresses of case I, they neutralize the stresses at 
the edge of the cut-out and thus produce the condition 
of zero shear at the edge of the cut - out that exists in 
the actua l case. 
A qualitative theoretical study of case II , corrobo -
ra t ed by a study of the experimental results, indicates 
that the stresses caused by the liquidating forces 
acting along the length of the pane l are confined chiefly 
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to the stringers bounding the cut - out and to the sheet 
lying between these stringers . Sirnl1arly , the stresses 
caused by tea liquidating forces acting across the width 
of the panel are confined chiefly to the ribs bounding 
the cut - out and to the sheet l ying between these ribs. 
In order to simplify the probl em 01' analysis , the actua1 
structure (fig . 2(a)) is replaced by a simplified structure 
consisting of the afore - mentioned parts of the actua l 
structure which carry the major share of the stresses 
caused by the cut - out . ThiS simplified structure , shown 
in figures 2 (b) and 2(c ), consists of four sheet panels , 
each bounded by two stringers or two ribs . It is asswned 
that each of these four pane ls may be analyzed by the 
formulas for the free panel given in reference 2 (appen-
dix B, Case 2) , or by simplifications' of these formulas 
given in reference 1. A qualitative representation of 
the stresses expected under the assumptions outlined is 
givan in figures 2 (b ) and 2(c). 
Stresses in Stringer-Sheet System 
Stri.nger stres ses . - The 1.miformly distributed , 
liquidating shearstres ses , ap 'l lied to the edges of the 
cut - out parallel to the stringers, produce stresses which, 
because of the antisynMetry of the stringer - stress dis -
tribution in the vicinity of the cut - out, are zero at the 
canter line of the cut - out and increase l inearly to a 
maximum at the ribs (fig. 2(c)). The maximw~ stringer 
stress is 
If equation (18s ) of reference 1 is wr itten in terms of 
stress , the stringer stress beyond the cut - out can be 
expressed as 
(1 ) 
The shear -l ag parameter KS is o,efined by the equation 
K 2 = S 
Gt 
EbAS 
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which is analogous to equa tion (18b) of ref0rence 1. . The 
stresses obt~ined fro~ equation (1) are the final stringer 
stresses in the pane l , for no stringer s tre sses ex isted 
befora the iiquidating stresses were applied. 
Shear stresses . - The shear stresses caused by the 
liquidating forces are obtained from equation (18c) of 
reference 1 , Which , in the notation of the pre sent report, 
is 
The fina l shear stresses i n the sheet, obtaine d by adding 
the basic shear stres s to the shear stresses caused by 
the liquidating forces , are 
T = TO (1 + KSLe -KSX) 
Stresses in Rib - Shedt System 
Rib stresses .- The liquidating shear forc es ac ting 
on the rib edges of the cut-out se t up a system of stresses 
in the ribs and the sheet between them. By reasoning 
analogous to that used in the section "Stresses in St ringer -
Sheet Systen, II the stresses in the ribs and sheet may be 
determined. The liquidating forces applied to the ribs 
produce stresses in the ribs that are zero at the center 
line of the cut - out and increase linearly to maximums ~.6:t 
the stringers . At the stringers the maximum stresses 
in the ribs are g iven by 
T tb 
__ + . __ 0 _ 
- A R 
The rib stress away from the cut - out is 
in which the shear - lag parameter KR is define d by 
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Because there v.le re no r ib stresses before the 
liquidating f orces wera applied , equation (2) give s the 
final values for the rib stresses. 
Shear stresses. - As is the case for the shear stresse s 
in tbes tr i nger - shee t sys tern , the shear s tre s se s i n the 
sheet between ribs decrease exponentially ac cord ing to 
the equ.dtion 
The final shaar stresses in tle sheet are the sum of 
the stresses caused by the liquida ting forces and the 
basic shear stress , o r 
T = T (1 + K be - KRY) o R ( 3 ) 
The maximum value that the expression KnY may 
rea ch is KRa , which , in many practic al cases , has a 
numerical value a9preciably l ess than unity . In such 
ca ses it is sufficiently a c curate to a ssun:e that the 
shear stresses Bra un i forml y distributed over the 
l~ngth a. Equation ( 3 ) can then be replaced by the 
simpler equation derived from the consideration of the 
sta tic equilibrium of the shear stresses 
T = TO (1 + ~ ) (4 ) 
It sho l.ld be noted that, bec ause the shear stre sses 
given by equation ( 4 ) are constant, the rib stresses 
away from the cut - out statically consistsnt vith these 
shear stresses would decrease linearly from a maximum 
at the cut -ou t to zero at the edges of the p z.me l instead 
of exponentially as g iven by equation (2) . 
"s XPBF?IM~NTAL INVESTIGATION 
Test Specimens and Procedure 
A series of p&nel s with different sizes of cut-out 
was t es t ed In shear . The basic data for the test specimens 
-------- -- ----- ---------- --------------
I 
~
, . 
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are given in table I. The details of a typical test 
panel attached as a cover to a torsion box are shown 
7 
in figure 3. All panels were 24S-T ~luminum-alloy sheet 
0.032 inch thick reinforced with 24S-T aluminum-alloy 
extruded-angle stiffeners, 3/4 by 3/8 by 3/32 inch, 
spaced 3 inches. The ribs bounding the cut -out were 
24S-T aluminum-alloy extruded angles 1 by 1 by 1/8 inch. 
The torsion box was loaded by means of the torque 
loading frame shown in figure 4. For each test run, 
the maximum applied load was smaller than the buclding 
load of the sheet. 
The strain surveys were made on all specimens with 
2-inch Tuckerman optical strain gages . The shear strains 
in the sheet were obtained from strains measured by gages 
placed at angles of 450 and 1350 to the direction of the 
stringers. During each test run, gage readings were 
taken at zero load and at three equal increments of load 
to the maximum load. The load was released and checks 
of the zero readings were made . The strain readings were 
plotted against load and a straight line was drawn through 
the points. If the line. did not intercept the origin of 
the pIa t as drawn , a parallel line vvas drawn to fulfill 
this condition) and a new value of strain obtained from 
the new line at maximum load was used for the computation 
of the corresponding stress. Such new lines were 
necessary in only a few cases . 
Rib strains were not measured because the ribs 
were so large that the stresses in them vere too small 
to be measured with sufficient accuracy. It was necessary 
to use large angles for the ribs because they were relied 
upon to prevent general instability failure of the 
stiffened panels. 
Results and Discussion 
For purposes of comparison of the observed stresses 
with the theory , the measured strains were converted to 
the corresponding stresses. The stringer stresses were 
computed with an assumed value of Young's modulus of 
10 , 600 ksi . The shear strains were computed as the 
difference of the strain readings tdken on the sheet 
at angles of 450 and 1350 to the direction of the stringers 
and were converted to shear stresses wi th an assumed 
:~. 'o' "I .. _"': 01. I . -' 
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modulus of 4000 ksi . The oesic shear stress was computed 
by the formula 
, StIj..!~~E-.sEes..~s_ . - Ficure s 5 to 15 show the spanwise 
dlstr ibu tion of t he exr e r i men t a l - and calculated stringer 
stres s e s ; t~e ~ethod of des i gna ting stringers is shown 
in f i.§..:ur-e 2 (a) . The d i s con tinui ty in the calcula ted 
stril1E'er ;:;tress at the edge of t he cut - out is accounted 
for by the fact that tne effectlve area AS changed 
there . Beyond the cut - out, the area AS included , in 
additlon to the area of the stt'inger along the edge of 
the cut - 0ut, the effective 8.rea of sheet on either side 
of tl~ str~ng9r; within the cut - out , however , the effec -
tiV3 area of sheet was reduced by the are a of sheet 
remove d b y the cut - out . The effecti 'e width oflsheet on 
either si de of the stringer was aS3umed to be 10 inches , 
<." 
which is one - half the actual stringer spacing. 
A conslderation of the observed and calculated 
values of stringer stresses indicates that , when the 
cut-o 'ut is :3,11811 , the calculate d maxi rr..um stresses are 
conserva t lve . In figures 8 and 9, in which the length 
of t be C'J.~, · , ('ut 2L is about equal to , or large): than, the 
hall'-·1jIiid~h of t he panel , the calculated stresses are very 
cons e rva ci ve ; whereas -in fi gure s 12 and 15 , in which the 
width of the cut - out 2b is larger t han the half - width of 
the pand ~, the stresses are unconservative . It thus 
appears t ha t , as the length of the cut - out increases , 
the calcul a ted va l ues of stringer stres~ become more 
conservative and , as the width of the cut - out increases , 
the stresses become less conservative a nd finally 
unconser'ITative . 
A study of figures 5 to 15 shows that the main 
stringers - that is , the stringers bounding the cut -
outs - carr i ed by far the highest stresses of all 
s tringers . The stringers immediately adjacent had 
much 10'ner stresses , which amount3d at most to about 
one - fourth the stresses in the main stringers. In the 
remaining str i ngers , the strdsses were low . These 
results may be used as a guide if it should be considered 
desirable to estimate the stresses in thos ~ stringe r s for 
which the simplified analysis yields no solution . 
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She~~_stresses in st~inge~-sheet system.- The 
calculated ~ar stresses in the stringer - sheet system 
decreased from a maximum value at ' the edge of the cut-
out to the basic shear stress at a large distance from 
the cut - out (fig. 2(b)); the observed stresses are shown 
in figures 16 to 27. A study of the observed stresses 
shows that they are in qualitatj,ve agreement with the 
calculated values for those specimens in which only one 
bay is interrupted by the cut-out (figs. 16 and 19 to 21). 
~uantitative1y, the calculated stresses were slightly 
conservative for short cut - outs and became more conserva-
tive as the length of the cut - out increased . 
When more than one bay was interrupted by the cut-
out , the calculated stresses were either somewhat con -
servative or in fair agreement with the observed stresses 
in the bays adjacent to the main stringers as long as 
the width of the cut - out Tilas Ie s s than the half -wid th of 
the box ( figs . 17 , 18, 22 , 23, 25 , and 26) . When the 
width of the cut - out was increased beyond the half - width 
of the box , the calculated stresses became unc onservative 
(figs. 24 and 27) . 
In interrupted bays not adjacent to the main 
stringers , the observed stresses reached a maximum value 
at some distance from the cut - out and dropp ed off as the 
cut - out was approached . (See fig . 23, bays 1 a nd 2.) 
No calculated curves are shown for such bays. A study 
of the figures indicates , however, that the maximum she ar 
stress in such a bay is never hi gher than the maximum 
stres s in the interrupted bay adjacent to the main 
stringer . A close or a conservative estimate of the 
maxim~~ shear stress results, therefore , if the maximum 
stres s calcul ated for the stringer- sheet system is 
assumed to exist in all the bays that are interrupted 
by the cut-out , provided that the width of the cut - out is 
less than the half- width of the box . If the width of 
the cut - out is more than the half - width of the box, the 
calculated stres~es are unconservative. 
Shear stresses in rib - sheet system.- A study of the 
experime ntal shear stresses in the sheet lying between 
the ribs (figs. 16 to 27) indicates that these stresses 
follow patterns which are easily discerned qualitatively 
but difficult to describe quantitatively. The calculated 
stresses shown are based on formula (4). A study of the 
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results indicates that the maximum experimental stresses 
show some tendency to be higher than the calculated 
stresses and that the maxirr.um may occur either in the 
bay a d jacent to the cut-out or in the bay lying along 
the edge of the panel . 
Shear stresses in ~orners of oanel .- The determina -
tion of the shear stresses in that 7 pa r t of the sheet 
which lies outside of the main stringers as well as 
outside of tha ribs is beyond the scope of the highly 
simplified method presented in this paper . Inspection 
of the experimental evidence indicates that the shear 
stresses in these regions are not likely to be materially 
higher than the basic shear stress except, perhaps , for 
very long cut - outs . 
CONCLUSIONS 
Comparison s are presented in this pa per between 
calculated and experime n tal stresses around small 
rectangular cut - outs in sheet-stringer panels sub jected 
to shear loads . It is concluded from the se comparisons 
that the formulas presented give a reasonably accurate 
estimate of the maximt@ stresses , provided that neither 
the width nor the leng th of t h e cut - out is more than the 
half-width of the panel . 
Lang ley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va. 
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TABLE I 
BASIC DATA FOR SHEAR TESTS OF 
PAF~LS WITH SMALL CUT-OUTS 
·1 
t I L b a KS T TO Test ( in . ) (in . ) (in. ) ( in . ) (in.-kips) (ksi) 
-
0.0325 1 1° · 2055 1 2 1- 15 135 3 .. 83 2 
1 I 2 . 0325 2 4- 12 .1185 135 3 . 83 2 
3 .0325 2 1 2.55 7- 9 . 0918 90 2 
4 . 0352 7 1 1-2 15 . 2095 135 3.54 
5 .0352 14 11 2 15 . 2095 108 2.83 
6 . 0352 21 11 2 15 . 2095 108 2 . 83 
7 .0348 7 41 2 12 . 1208 117 3 .11 
! 1 8 . 0348 7 7- 9 . 0936 117 3 .. 11 2 I lob 9 .0348 7 6 I . 0791 90 2 . 39 2 
10 .0318 13 42 2 12 .1180 90 2.61 
11 . 031 8 1 9 . 0915 63 1.83 13 7--2 
1 . . 
1 1 .56 12 .0318 13 1~ 6 . 0772 54 
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(b) Shea r stresses 'I n 
simpl ified structure. 
( c) Siringer and rib stresses 
in simplified structure, 
Figure 2.- Schematic. representation of actual structure 
and of simpl'ltied structure with stress distributionc:,. 
-~------ -'---- ----- - ___ ~ ____ L>.-__ _ 
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Figure 11.- Stringer stresses in panel with 
cut-out when L; 7 and b,. 7!, test a. 
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Figure 12.- Stringer stresses in · panel with 
c ut- out when L= 7 and b: 10 ~) test 9. 
(Theoretical curve inapplicable because 2b> w.) 
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Figure 13. - StringQr stresses in pon~1 with 
cut-out when L= 13 and b::: 4~, test 10. 
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Figure 14~ Stringer stresses in panel with 
cut-out whet! L:: 13 and b= 7!, t~st II. 
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Figure 15.- Stringer stresses in pone I Wit~ 
cut-out when L:o 13 and b" IO~ I test 12. 
(Theoret'lcol curve inapplicable because 2 b > w.) 
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Figure 15. - Shear stresses in panel with 
cut-out when L=2 and b:7~)test 3. 
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Figure 19.- Shear stresses in ponQI with 
cut-out when L - 7 and b = I t test 4. 
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Fig un;~ 20.- Shear ,stresse.s in panel with 
cut-out when L., 14 and b = Ii, test 5. 
(Theoretical curve of doubtful occuroc~ 
because L ~ w,) 
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Figure 21. - Shear strQsses in ponel with 
cut-out when L= 21 and b= I L test 6. 
(Theoretical curve illapplicable becQuse L> W.) 
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Figure 22.- Shear stresses in ponel with 
cut-out when L" 7 and b: 4t test 7. 
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Figure 23.- Shear stresses in panel with 
cut-out when L:: 7 and b: 7~J test a. 
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Figure 24. - Shear stre-sses in panel with 
cut-out when L=7 and b=IO~1 testg. 
(Theoretical curve inapplicable because 2 b> w,) 
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Figure 25-: Shear stresse.s in ponel with 
cut-out when L= 13 and b::4t test 10. 
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Figure 25.- Shear "tresses in panel with 
cut-out when L= 13 and b= 7 t test II. 
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Figure 27.- Shear stresses in pone I with 
cut-out when L= 13 and b: lOt test 12. 
(Theoretical curve inapplicable 'because 2b>w.) 
